A model for deuteron stnpping or pick up reaction is proposed which treats the contnbutions of deuteron break up in a straightforward way. The model has been applied for and it proved to be more successful than DvVBA. In the present paper we propose a theory of (d, p) or (p, d) reaction also with zero cut-off radius, ·which treats breakup channels more accurately and giYes a physical picture of reaction mechanism different from that of adiabatic theory of .Johnson et al.'l In § 2, the formalism is developed for (d, jJ) and (p, d) reactions. In § :-3 we discuss the application of our theory, under suitable approximations, for (P, d) or (d, j;) reactions on 208 Pb '·'Fe and 4°C a. § 2. Formalism
r and R are the relative and centre-of-mass co-ordinates of neutron at rn and proton at rp; V 0 (rp) is the Coulomb force between outgoing proton and residual nucleus, while Vc (R) is that between target and unit charge at R, with :f'Vc = Vc (rp) ~ \10 (R). The state vectors 1¢;) and I rDr) are the eigenfunctions of H; and Hh with energy E; E=Eo+fo+h 2 kd 2 /4m=ER+h 2 k//2m, where E 0 , fo and ER are, respectively, the ground state energy of target, deuteron and residual nucleus; hkP and hkd are momenta of outgoing proton and incident deuteron, respectively, and m is the mass of a proton. vV e may write (2 · 3a) (2·3b) where 1110), I¢R), lxo), l77c<+l) and ICc(-)) are, respectively, the state vectors for target ground state, residual nucleus, deuteron ground state, Coulomb-distorted wave of the centre-of-mass of deuteron with outgoing wa,·e boundary condition and Coulomb-distorted wave of outgoing proton with incoming boundary condition.
Let lx/ 1 \ be the state vector at energy E generated from [¢ 1 ) by the distorting potential Z/, with incoming wave boundary condition. Then the transition amplitude of Eq. (2 ·1) may be written as 61 Tr; = T1 + T, , 
The by an average number E in the energy denominator (as also used by Johnson) , and the momentum integral in Eq. (2 · 39) can he performed and one gets where 1i, is the total energy and the correction term C, is of the same order as the neutron or proton optical potential and it gives substantial contribution to the deuteron optical potential of Eq. (2 · 33). From general arguments, the situation 1s It is conjectured that these extra terms would contribute significantly in stripping ancl pick up reactions. It is worth while verifying these conjectures in view of the fact that our theory is derived in a straightfonvard way, using only two of many approximations (i.e., those defining f(R) and E) used in the adiabatic theory 
. 1Ietlwd IV:
Finally, Y(R) coulditselfbe put in a parametric form and its parameters
In the present paper we discuss the results of our calculations on (iJ, d) and (d, p) reactions using Methods
,J,---------------------------------,
I and IV and compare them with those (1) Effect of YTs (R): Table I 
E(lrct of'(: A typical example of the dependence of angular distribution on ( is shown in Fig. 4 . ft sho\\'S cle;Hiy thRi i-In is <1 po<>l' approximation in 11 is the natural suppression of the radial integrals of the stripping matrix elements for lower partial waves (Lp) of proton or those ( Ln) of deuteron and that was shown to be mainly possible because the radius of the real part of V (R) was found to be larger than that of 11aC:) (R). In our case, however, the radius of the real part of V (R) is less than that of YoC:) (R), but contrary to the expectation from arguments of adiabatic theory, we still continue to get suppression of the radial integrals for lower partial waves of proton or deuteron. The mechanism of suppression of the radial integrals in our case is different from the one suggested in Ref. Table III . However, this cancellation IS either absent or very poor when f =Eo and it may provide a direct justification of the earlier version of DWBA with finite cut-off radius.
It was further noted that there is a consistency in the pattern of results (1) to ( 4) above, in all our calculation using Method IV. For example, for the sets II, III and IV of Table II, the results (1), (2) and ( 4) for 208 Pb are repeated even though the X~in for these calculations are fairly large compared to the best possible one and the situation is similar for other nuclei. We are thus inclined to believe that these results are too consistent to be accidental or characteristic of 
